
Patterson Flynn, the source for the finest custom carpets and rugs since 1943, 

is bringing its refined sensibility to the world of fabrics and wallcoverings. 

With its extraordinary textures and refined tonal palette, Patterson Flynn Wovens 

is a collection of textiles that’s elegant but never too dressy. With unmatched 

craftsmanship and exquisite artistry, these gorgeous designs put an 

emphasis on natural fibers and luxe finishes that beg to be touched.
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Blackburn Merino Plaid is a traditional twill weave made of superfine 

lambswool yarns that are mélange spun for a nuanced heathered effect. 

With its soft hand and elegant drape, this handsome mid-scale windowpane 

plaid is perfectly suited for upholstery, window treatments and pillows.
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BL ACKBURN MERINO PL AID
IVORY 82340

FABRIC

BL ACKBURN MERINO PL AID
GREY 82342

FABRIC

BL ACKBURN MERINO PL AID
CAMEL 82341

FABRIC

BL ACKBURN MERINO PL AID
GREEN 82343

FABRIC
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OUTDOOR HEAVYWEIGHT 
T WILL

NEUTRAL 82581
FABRIC

OUTDOOR HEAVYWEIGHT 
T WILL

WHITE 82580
FABRIC

OUTDOOR HEAVYWEIGHT 
T WILL

GREY 82582
FABRIC

Woven in Italy, Outdoor Heavyweight Twill is as stylish as it is sturdy. Created for 

indoor/outdoor use, this soft textural weave of solution-dyed acrylic has the look 

and feel of a natural fabric yet resists stains, mold and fading. It’s the perfect fabric 

for poolside cushions and for indoor furniture where children and animals roam.
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ALDRIDGE WOOL 
HOUNDSTOOTH

GREY 82331
FABRIC

ALDRIDGE WOOL 
HOUNDSTOOTH
BROWN 82330

FABRIC

ALDRIDGE WOOL 
HOUNDSTOOTH

BURGUNDY 82332
FABRIC

Inspired by menswear and made of the finest Scottish wool, 

this classic plaid has a subtle windowpane detail that adds a colorful 

note and extra depth. Aldridge Wool Houndstooth has a singularly 

soft hand and is perfectly suited for upholstery and pillows.
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ATL AS WOOL TEXTURE
DARK COPPER 82361

FABRIC

ATL AS WOOL TEXTURE
IVORY 82360

FABRIC

ATL AS WOOL TEXTURE
CHARCOAL 82362

FABRIC

A unique textural weave of mélange and bouclé yarns made of 

carded English wool creates a fabric that’s the epitome of elegant 

simplicity. Atlas Wool Texture has depth, nuance and a gorgeous 

hand. It’s a wonderful option for upholstery and pillows.
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HUDSON WOOL CHECK
CAMEL 82351

FABRIC

HUDSON WOOL CHECK
IVORY 82350

FABRIC

HUDSON WOOL CHECK
GREY 82352

FABRIC

A classic tweed with tonal flecks, Hudson Wool Check is versatile 

small-scale design with added character and exceptional 

depth. Woven in Scotland, this fabric has a soft hand and 

luxurious weight, making it perfect for upholstery and pillows.
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JESSEN ALPACA STRIPE
BROWN 82381

FABRIC

JESSEN ALPACA STRIPE
FOG 82380

FABRIC

Made of cotton, wool and Peruvian alpaca and woven in the U.S. on 

a traditional loom, this unique fabric has an eye-catching ombré effect and 

a handcrafted artisanal look. Bouclé yarns create luxe texture and alluring 

dimension, making this soft stripe perfect for upholstery and pillows.
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BEACON LINEN WOOL TEXTURE
NATURAL 82370

FABRIC

A luxurious combination of undyed wool and Belgian linen, 

this rich jacquard weave has natural, easygoing style. With its fabulous 

nubby texture and gorgeous drape, Beacon Linen Wool Texture is 

wonderfully suited for upholstery, window treatments and pillows.
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Bringing the rich, tactile quality of luxurious Belgian linen to the walls, 

our PF Performance Linen Wallcovering is gorgeously understated and 

has a water-based, eco-friendly finish that’s stain- and mold-resistant, 

so it will stay pristine in both residential and commercial spaces.
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PERFORMANCE 
L INEN WALLCOVERING

IVORY 5014520
WALLCOVERING

PERFORMANCE 
L INEN WALLCOVERING

OYSTER 5014522
WALLCOVERING

PERFORMANCE 
L INEN WALLCOVERING
PORCELAIN 5014521

WALLCOVERING

PERFORMANCE 
L INEN WALLCOVERING
PARCHMENT 5014523

WALLCOVERING

PERFORMANCE 
L INEN WALLCOVERING

FLAX 5014524
WALLCOVERING
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Inspired by men’s suiting, Atticus Wool is a marvelously versatile 

fabric with an elegant, tailored look. Luxuriously long combed-wool 

fibers create a sturdy mid-weight weave with a smooth texture 

that works beautifully for upholstery, pillows and window treatments.
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AT TICUS WOOL
LINEN 81920

FABRIC

AT TICUS WOOL
CAMEL 81922

FABRIC

AT TICUS WOOL
BIRCH 81921

FABRIC

AT TICUS WOOL
GRAPHITE 81923

FABRIC

AT TICUS WOOL
NAVY 81924

FABRIC
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Woven in Italy on a historic loom, Sumptuous Silk Wool Velvet represents the 

pinnacle of luxury and craftsmanship. With its soft, dense pile and subtle sheen, this 

exceptional fabric owes its extraordinary texture to a luxe combination of silk and 

wool and its gorgeous hand to a special finishing process. Fabulous for furniture or 

pillows, this exquisite velvet elevates any interior to the next level of chic.
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SUMP TUOUS 
S ILK WOOL VELVET

CAMEL 81891
FABRIC

SUMP TUOUS 
S ILK WOOL VELVET
MAHOGANY 81890

FABRIC

SUMP TUOUS 
S ILK WOOL VELVET

VERDE 81892
FABRIC

SUMP TUOUS 
S ILK WOOL VELVET

IVORY 81893
FABRIC
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TEDDY WOOL BOUCLE
GREY 82061

FABRIC

TEDDY WOOL BOUCLE
RABBIT 82060

FABRIC

TEDDY WOOL BOUCLE
FAWN 82062

FABRIC

Woven in Italy, Teddy Wool Boucle derives its dense pile and mélange effect 

from a blend of virgin wool and cotton yarns. With its inviting texture, 

this plush upholstery-weight fabric works especially well on larger furniture.
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OSKAR ALPACA WOOL BOUCLE
IVORY 82050

FABRIC

OSKAR ALPACA WOOL BOUCLE
GREY 82052

FABRIC

Woven in Italy, Oskar Alpaca Wool Boucle derives its ultra-soft texture 

from a luxe blend of Peruvian alpaca, virgin wool and cotton yarns. With 

its mid-height loopy pile, this delicious boucle is a stylish upholstery-weight 

fabric that is a handsome choice for furniture and pillows.
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EZRA WOOL
CAMEL 81931

FABRIC

EZRA WOOL
BIRCH 81930

FABRIC

EZRA WOOL
BASALT 81932

FABRIC

A soft, textural weave, Ezra Wool features a subtle allover 

chevron pattern with a sophisticated tailored aesthetic. 

This fabric has an extraordinary hand and lovely drape, making 

it perfect for upholstery, pillows and window treatments.
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WREN ALPACA SHEER
IVORY 81941

FABRIC

WREN ALPACA SHEER
MIST 81940

FABRIC

A gorgeous gauzy fabric made with Peruvian alpaca wool and soft 

American cotton, Wren Alpaca Sheer has a delicate texture and structured 

look that is perfect for window treatments. Created on a 1930s 

loom, this elegant, airy leno weave is the epitome of understated luxury.
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CREPE WOOL L INEN CASEMENT
MIST 81911

FABRIC

CREPE WOOL L INEN CASEMENT
IVORY 81910

FABRIC

As beautiful as it is versatile, this double-width sheer fabric owes 

its fabulous hand to an elegant combination of wool and linen. With 

its dynamic, pebbled texture and lovely drape, Crepe Wool Linen 

Casement is the perfect complement to windows.
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HENRI  WOOL MOHAIR SHEER
IVORY 81950

FABRIC

A delicate weave of wool and mohair, this stunning sheer ivory fabric 

features a unique perforated-grid pattern and a clean, modern 

aesthetic. Woven in Italy, Henri Wool Mohair Sheer is soft yet stable, 

with a gorgeous drape that is perfect for window treatments.
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MARLI 
INDOOR/OUTDOOR HEMP

OYSTER 81271
FABRIC

MARLI 
INDOOR/OUTDOOR HEMP

IVORY 81270
FABRIC

MARLI 
INDOOR/OUTDOOR HEMP

JUTE 81273
FABRIC

Marli Indoor/Outdoor Hemp is a deeply textured woven with a rich, tactile 

quality that’s hard to come by. With a beautiful hand, Marli is eco-friendly 

(did you know hemp can flourish without irrigation and pesticides?), naturally 

antibacterial, water-resistant, durable and fast drying. Plus, it’s colorfast!
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Frederika Channeled Velvet’s extravagantly wide channels combine 

with an extra-soft and super-dense pile for a superlative velvet 

with unmatched texture. Woven in Italy, this cotton fabric is a chic 

upholstery choice for club chairs, headboards, walls and more. 
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 FREDERIKA CHANNELED 
VELVET

MUSHROOM 80461
FABRIC

FREDERIKA CHANNELED 
VELVET

IVORY 80460
FABRIC

FREDERIKA CHANNELED 
VELVET

CAMEL 80462
FABRIC

FREDERIKA CHANNELED 
VELVET

OTTER GREY 80463
FABRIC
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GUNTA CUT VELVET
MUSHROOM 80361

FABRIC

GUNTA CUT VELVET
IVORY 80360

FABRIC

GUNTA CUT VELVET
SOFT GOLD 80362

FABRIC

Gunta Cut Velvet gets its subtle animal-inspired pattern from a unique 

tone-on-tone combination of linen pile and cotton loop. This fabric’s 

interplay of textures and materials perfects a sense of rustic luxury.  
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Refined texture and softness define Otti Silk Mohair & Wool. 

Woven in Italy, it blends virgin wool— made from a lamb’s very first 

shearing—and silk with multiple finishing processes for an 

elevated fabric with a hint of sheen and a brushed, luxurious hand.  
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 OT TI  S ILK MOHAIR & WOOL
CHARCOAL 80351

FABRIC

 OT TI  S ILK MOHAIR & WOOL
NAVY 80350

FABRIC

 OT TI  S ILK MOHAIR & WOOL
LIGHT GREY 80352

FABRIC

 OT TI  S ILK MOHAIR & WOOL
IVORY 80353

FABRIC
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With the feel of cashmere, Karla Fleeced Wool has just a whisper 

of downiness for a luxuriant-yet-substantial hand. Made of a combination 

of wool and virgin wool (made from a lamb’s very first shearing), 

this is an upholstery fabric you won’t be able to keep your hands off.
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KARL A FLEECED WOOL
NAVY 80510

FABRIC

KARL A FLEECED WOOL
LIGHT GREY 80512

FABRIC

KARL A FLEECED WOOL
CADET 80511

FABRIC

KARL A FLEECED WOOL
TAUPE 80513

FABRIC

KARL A FLEECED WOOL
IVORY 80514

FABRIC
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Hermine Virgin Wool gets its fluffy softness from yarn made from a lamb’s 

very first shearing, resulting in a fabric of incomparable luxury. Densely woven, 

it takes color in a unique way that creates gorgeously saturated shades.
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HERMINE VIRGIN WOOL 
NAVY 80474

FABRIC

HERMINE VIRGIN WOOL 
BLUE 80473

FABRIC

HERMINE VIRGIN WOOL 
BUFF 80471

FABRIC

HERMINE VIRGIN WOOL 
IVORY 80470

FABRIC

HERMINE VIRGIN WOOL 
ORIGINAL GREY 80472

FABRIC
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ANNI  TEXTURED WOOL 
TAUPE 80341

FABRIC

ANNI  TEXTURED WOOL 
GREY 80340

FABRIC

ANNI  TEXTURED WOOL 
IVORY 80342

FABRIC

Channeling handmade fiber art from the ‘70s, Anni is all about 

texture. This wool fabric celebrates the contrast between fine 

and fat yarns for a chunky, nubby, highly unusual weave.  
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So densely woven it has the look of a lustrous pelt, Dorothea Silk Velvet 

combines a glossy silk pile with a cotton ground for an alluring 

interplay of textures that will have gorgeous effect on upholstery. 
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DOROTHEA S ILK VELVET
CREAM 80694

FABRIC

DOROTHEA S ILK VELVET
PEWTER 80693

FABRIC

DOROTHEA S ILK VELVET
OLD WORLD GOLD 80691

FABRIC

DOROTHEA S ILK VELVET
ESPRESSO 80690

FABRIC

DOROTHEA S ILK VELVET
VENETIAN BLUE 80692

FABRIC
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LILLY L INEN STRIPE
OATMEAL & IVORY 80490

FABRIC

LILLY L INEN STRIPE
NAVY & IVORY 80491

FABRIC

Lilly Stripe High Performance Linen is woven from a yarn of 

an unparalleled quality, resulting in a rarefied linen. Thick and 

luxurious, this fabric is linen for the truly discerning.
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